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To see videos of
Heskins anti-slip products
in use scan this QR code
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ANTI-SLIP SURFACES

Since 2001 we have held continuous ISO9001
certification. We are fiercely determined
to continually improve all aspects of quality;
with our materials being used for safety we
take our responsibility seriously. The ethos
of quality is followed by all colleagues, we
are proud of the high regard our customers
have of us. Since 2011 our factory has been
approved to ISO14001 status.

for a safer environment

SELF ADHESIVE, ANTI-SLIP MATERIAL
MADE TO ANY SIZE, SHAPE OR COLOUR

What we offer resellers
We always aim to help our valued resellers.
We supply blank sample cards, you can
download images from our Cloud photo
suite (all watermarked with your details), we
regularly deliver direct (all with your details
and no mention of Heskins, allowing for you
to hold zero stock and with no logistical
problems), provide product information
and have specific retail packs complete with
barcode, application instructions etc.

X-coarse is the world’s toughest and most
durable anti slip tape possessing large mineral
pieces.

Why Heskins?

Heskins Ltd
Churchill Road Ind Est

As a specialist manufacturer our technical
knowledge is unsurpassed. We ensure that
you receive the correct material in a time
scale that is required. Specific samples are
easily provided.

We offer the complete range of ancillaries to help
extend the life and make application easy.
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ANTI-SLIP SURFACES

Versatile production
methods mean we can
develop anti-slip solutions
to meet most needs

for a safer environment
Heskins is the world’s major producer
of self adhesive anti slip material. We
produce the widest range aligned with
unique versions not available anywhere
else. Due to our level of expertise we
can provide the best advice along with
whatever samples are required.

Walkways made from Heskins anti-slip materials
aid wayfinding as well as reducing the risk of
injury from slipping.

Heskins innovations
Non-abrasive range
All the benefits but without a mineral coating, ideal for bare
foot applications, baths, showers etc.
Safety-Grip
A tough, mineral coated anti slip material, available in different
grades and colours.
X-coarse
The world’s toughest self-adhesive anti slip product.
Photoluminescent (glow in the dark) safety-grip
Available in a variety of options, charged by either natural or
incandescent lighting.
Conformable safety-grip
A perfect solution for irregular surfaces such as Durbar
plate, Diamond tread etc. Constructed using a soft, flexible
aluminium foil base.

Conformable safety-grip adopts the texture of the durbar or chequer plate.
As it is foil based it has no inherent memory so will not lift or rise off.

Bolt down safety-grip plates
Made from weather proof aluminium, simply screw into place
onto any surface.
H3418
The world’s only symmetrically patterned anti-slip material.

Ancillaries
Ancillaries extend the lifespan of our products and make them
easier to apply.

Colours

Different Grades

We produce our products in a wide range of stock
colours. On special request we can produce to any
Pantone® or RAL® reference, colour matching is
offered, please enquire concerning minimum order
quantities.

We want to ensure that we provide you the most
suitable non-slip material for your requirement. We
produce both abrasive and non-abrasive materials.
We have pioneered the development of non-abrasive
yet high CoF level materials. Our aqua-safe is the
original non-abrasive anti slip material, we created it
over 16 years ago, and we have markedly improved
the concept since then, improving grip (CoF) levels
and changing the appearance. On request and
subject to minimum order quantities we can produce
something bespoke for your requirement.

Adhesives
We only use top quality acrylic based pressure
sensitive adhesives, there is no point in producing
a safety material if you save costs by using a weak
adhesive, all the product will then fail. Every one
of our sales team has in-depth knowledge of
applications, substrates and temperature constraints;
they can provide you with technical advice. To
resolve any issues with low energy surfaces we have
HG & LE adhesives available. On request we can
custom coat customer required adhesive solutions:
conductive, flame retardant, aqueous etc.

Different widths
We accurately produce any roll width from 10mm
up to 1.4m (dependent on product). We can
accommodate plus or minus (+/-) tolerances as
required. Our custom designed slitting machinery
enables rapid and accurate production.

Die cutting
Die cutting is the method of creating a unique
shape in one of our products, the cost of process
is minimal and you then receive the exact shape
without any waste. We use the most advanced
die cutting machinery to keep labour costs to
a minimum. Our web fed 40 ton presses are
computer controlled, pulling material through and
then stamping to the exact size. For non-abrasive
products we use the most advanced rotary die
cutters allowing for extremely high conversion
speeds. We are accurate to 0.1mm. We accept
designs in DWG, JPG, DXF, PDF and even sketches!
Kiss cutting (the material is left on the roll),
removing skeletons and even die cut logos are all
possible.

H3506 primer
Perfect for sealing porous surfaces prior to application.
H3502 edge fix:
Effectively seals the edges, for use in high traffic areas.

Photoluminescent safety-grip products emit a strong ‘glow-in-the-dark’
reaction that can illuminate stair nosings, door surrounds, walkways,
stairways, skirting boards, entrance/exit ways
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H3508 cleaner:
Cleans dirty or contaminated surfaces prior to application.
Heskins has a dedicated video section of its website showing
all the ancillaries being used. For more information, please visit
the website.
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